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ABSTRACT: Spherical δ-MnO2 nanoflower materials were synthesized via
a facile one-step coprecipitation method through adjusting the molar ratio
of KMnO4 to MnSO4. The influence of the molar ratio of the reactants on
the crystal structure, morphology, and electrochemical performances was
investigated. At a molar ratio of 3.3 for KMnO4 to MnSO4, the spherical δ-
MnO2 nanoflowers composed of nanosheets with the highest specific
surface area (228.0 m2 g−1) were obtained as electrode materials. In the
conventional three-electrode system using 1 M Na2SO4 as an electrolyte, the
specific capacitance of the spherical δ-MnO2 nanoflowers reached 172.3 F
g−1 at a current density of 1 A g−1. Moreover, even after 5000 cycles at a
current density of 5 A g−1, the GCD curves remained essentially unchanged,
and the specific capacitance still retained 86.50% of the maximum value.
The kinetics of the electrode reaction were preliminarily studied through the
linear potential sweep technique to observe diffusion-controlled contribution toward total capacitance. For the spherical δ-MnO2
nanoflower electrode material, diffusion-controlled contribution accounted for 65.1% at low scan rates and still remained significant
at high scan rates (100 mV s−1), indicating excellent utilization efficiency of the bulk phase. The as-fabricated asymmetric
supercapacitor HFC-7//MnO2-3.3-ASC presented a prominent specific energy of 16.5 Wh kg−1 at the specific power of 450 W kg−1.
Even when the specific power reached 9.0 kW kg−1, the energy density still retained 9.5 Wh kg−1.

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy demand is on the rise due to the rapid global population
and economic growth. Traditional fossil fuels, such as coal, oil,
and natural gas, are increasingly being depleted as a result of
human overexploitation and can no longer suffice the needs of a
rapidly developing society. Fossil fuels emit significant amounts
of carbon dioxide and other harmful gases during combustion,
thereby accelerating the global greenhouse effect and causing
severe damage to the ecological environment.1−3 Consequently,
scientific research is increasingly focused on transforming energy
application techniques while exploring and developing new
forms of energy conversion and high-performance energy
storage devices. Supercapacitors, also known as electrochemical
capacitors, hold great potential as energy storage devices owing
to their high power density, rapid charge−discharge capabilities,
long cycle life span, and considerable energy density.4

Supercapacitors are widely used in hybrid electric vehicles,
consumer electronics, aerospace, electromagnetic high-powered
weapons, and various fields.5

Compared to carbon-based double-layered capacitors,
pseudocapacitors utilize cost-effective manganese oxides to
enhance the specific capacitance and energy density on the same
electrode surface area.6 Recent studies have extensively
investigated the potential of manganese dioxide (MnO2)

nanomaterials as ideal supercapacitor electrode materials due
to their significant theoretical specific capacitance (∼1370 F
g−1), superior thermal stability, abundant natural reserves,
environmental friendliness, and lowmanufacturing cost.7, MnO2
primarily exists in six polymorphic forms, all consisting of the
basic structural unit of the MnO6 octahedron. Different
arrangements of these octahedrons result in various poly-
morphic structures such as α-, β-, γ-, δ-, λ-, etc.6,9−13 Numerous
studies have demonstrated that the electrochemical perform-
ance of these MnO2 polymorphs is significantly influenced by
atomic arrangements leading to variations in surface character-
istics, pore size distribution, and channel sizes.14,15 To enhance
charge storage capacity for MnO2-based electrode materials,
researchers have employed different synthesis techniques to
fabricate various nanostructures including nanoparticles, nano-
rods, nanowires, nanourchins, and nanotubes with controllable
morphologies, hierarchical porous structures, larger pore sizes,
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and substantial specific surface areas.16−20 Zhang et al.21

compared the electrochemical properties of various MnO2
Nano morphologies prepared via direct precipitation, revealing
that the specific capacitance changed in the following order: β- <
γ- < δ- < α-MnO2. Ghodbane et al.

22 synthesized differentMnO2
crystal phases using the wet chemical method, demonstrating
relative specific capacitance of pyrolusite < Ni−todorokite <
ramsdellite < cryptomelane < Ni-doped todorokite < birnessite
< spinel.
The electrochemical performance of MnO2 electrode

materials, including specific capacitance, rate capacity, and
cyclic stability, can be enhanced by considering various key
factors, such as morphology, size, crystal structure, crystallinity,
and conductivity. Although the use of hard or soft templates is
typically necessary to achieve the desired morphology,
crystallinity, and microstructure in MnO2 electrode materials,
it remains challenging to fully control the size, shape, and
uniformity of MnO2 nanostructures,23−26 while template
removal poses difficulties.
This study successfully synthesized three-dimensional (3D)

δ-MnO2 nanospheres through the in situ redox reaction between
potassium permanganate and manganese sulfate monohydrate
in an acidic aqueous solution, employing an environmentally
friendly, cost-effective, and straightforward technique. The
formation of δ-MnO2 nanospheres occurred via the aggregation
of nanosheets. The increased specific surface area and presence
of pores among the nanosheets facilitated electrolyte−electrode
material contact, thereby enhancing electrolyte ion diffusion and
augmenting active site availability to enhance capacitive
performance.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. Potassium permanganate (ACS reagent,

KMnO4), manganese sulfate monohydrate (ACS reagent,
MnSO4·H2O), acetylene black (XFNANO, 30−45 nm),
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF, average Mw ∼ 534,000,
powder, RG), and N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP, AR, >
99.5%) were procured from Sigma−Aldrich Co. Ltd., while
the concentrated sulfuric acid and sodium sulfate were provided
by Nanjing Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. All chemicals were of
analytical purity and utilized without any additional purification.

2.2. Synthesis of δ-MnO2 Nanoflowers. The spherical δ-
MnO2 nanosheet structures were obtained through a simple
chemical coprecipitation method. In a three-necked flask,
KMnO4 (2.016 g), MnSO4·H2O (0.654 g), and deionized
water (100 mL) were added and continuously mechanically
stirred for 1 h. Then, 2.5 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid was
gradually added, and the mixture was stirred for another hour.
The mixture was heated to 80 °C in a water bath and vigorously
stirred for an additional 1 h until the reaction was completed.
The resulting solution was filtered and washed with deionized
water until the pH of the filtrate reached 7, followed by drying
the filter cake in an oven at 80 °C for 24 h. The designated
product was named MnO2-3.3, where 3.3 represented the molar
ratio of KMnO4 to MnSO4·H2O used in the synthesis process.
The samples MnO2-2.5 and MnO2-5.7 were prepared using the
same synthesis process but with different molar ratios of KMnO4
to MnSO4·H2O. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic representation
of δ-MnO2 preparation via the chemical method. Table 1S
presents information about dosages as well as molar ratios of
KMnO4 and MnSO4·H2O.

2.3. Characterization. The X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns were obtained using a Bruker D8 Advance diffrac-

tometer equipped with monochromatized Cu Kα radiation (λ =
1.5406 Å) operated at 40 kV with a scan rate of 10° min−1 and
step size of 0.02°. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss
GeminiSEM 500, Germany) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, FEI, Tecnai G2 F20) were applied to
examine the structures and morphologies of the samples. The
surface elemental composition and chemical valence state were
acquired by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo
Fisher Scientific ESCALAB 250Xi) with a monochromatic Al
Kα X-ray source. The isotherms of nitrogen adsorption−
desorption were obtained using the Autosorb iQ2 (Quantach-
rome) physisorption analyzer. The specific surface area was
determined utilizing the multipoint BET theoretical model,
while micropore area and volume were determined employing
the T-plot method. Total pore volume calculation relied on the
amount of nitrogen adsorbed at a relative pressure P/P0 = 0.99,
and pore diameter distribution analysis was conducted using
density function theory (DFT).

2.4. Electrochemical Measurements. The MnO2-R,
synthesized at various molar ratios of KMnO4 to MnSO4, was
employed as a supercapacitor electrode in a three-electrode
system for investigating its electrochemical performance in a 1
M Na2SO4 electrolyte. The working electrode was prepared by
grinding acetylene black, the electrode material, and PVDF
dispersion liquid (1:8:1 wt %) together before coating the pre-
prepared nickel foam (1 cm× 1 cm) with the mixture and drying
it at 80 °C for 24 h. The active material coating on nickel foam
was approximately 2.4 mg. Platinum sheet (1 cm × 1 cm) and
saturated calomel (SCE) electrodes were utilized as counter and
reference electrodes, respectively. The electrochemical work-
station (CHI 660E, Shanghai, China) was utilized to conduct
the electrochemical performances, such as cyclic voltammetry
(CV), galvanostatic charge−discharge (GCD), and electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The specific capaci-
tance was determined by analyzing the discharging curve with eq
1

=C
I t

m u (1)

I (A) is the applied current,Δt (s) is the discharge time,m (g) is
the active material mass, andΔu (V) is the discharging potential
window.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the preparation of spherical δ-MnO2
nanoflowers.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 illustrates the XRD patterns of both experimental
MnO2 and a commercially obtained reference sample from

Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. The synthesized MnO2
at various molar ratios exhibited comparable diffraction profiles,

while the diffraction peaks observed at 2θ = 12.3, 24.9, 37.1, and
66.1° corresponded to crystal planes (001), (002), (006), and
(119), respectively, which are associated with two-dimensional
layered birnessite.22 The δ-MnO2 formation (JCPDS: 43−
1456) was confirmed. It displayed a monoclinic system, a C2/m
space group, with cell parameters of a = 5.174 Å, b = 2.850 Å, c =
7.336 Å, and β = 103.18°.21 The weak intensity of the diffraction
peak indicated a low degree of crystallization for δ-MnO2, while
the broad diffraction peaks suggested small particle sizes. The
XRD images of the MnO2 reference substance exhibited four
distinct diffraction peaks at 2θ values of 22.3, 37.1, 42.6, and
56.4°, corresponding to the (120), (131), (300), and (160)
crystal planes of ramsdellite (JCPDS: 39−375),21,22 respec-
tively. The elemental composition and chemical valence states of
prepared MnO2 were characterized via XPS analysis (Figure 3).
As depicted in Figure 3(a), the MnO2-R electrode materials
comprised manganese (Mn), oxygen (O), and carbon (C), with
element C originating from carbon dioxide of the test
atmosphere. Figure 3(b) illustrates the orbital spectrum of Mn
2p, where the peaks at 654.4 and 642.5 eV corresponded to Mn
2p1/2 and Mn 2p3/2, respectively, while a spin separation
energy of 11.9 eV indicated that manganese existed in its +4
oxidation state within the material, confirming it as manganese
dioxide (MnO2).

27 The high-resolution XPS spectra ofMn 2p3/2
can be fitted to 641.4, 642.5, and 643.6 eV, as shown in Figure 3
(c), which belong to Mn2+, Mn3+, and Mn4+,28 respectively.
Figure 3 (d) shows the fine spectrum of O 1s. It can be seen that

Figure 2. XRD patterns for three prepared MnO2 and reference
substance MnO2.

Figure 3. XPS spectra of the MnO2-R electrode: (a) survey photoelectron spectra, (b) Mn 2p spectra, (c) high-resolution spectrum of Mn 2p3/2, and
(d) high-resolution spectrum of O 1s.
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Figure 4. (a) Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms and (b) the pore size distribution curves of the MnO2-R electrodes.

Figure 5. SEM images of (a, b) MnO2-2.5, (c, d) MnO2-3.3, (e, f) MnO2-5.7, and (g, h) reference substance MnO2.
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O 1s can be fitted to Mn−O−Mn (530.2 eV), Mn−OH (531.6
eV), and H−O−H (532.9 eV).29,30

The electrochemical properties of the MnO2 materials are
closely linked to their specific surface areas and pore size
distribution patterns. In this experiment, the specific surface
areas and pore structure parameters of the samples were
analyzed through an N2 adsorption−desorption test to
investigate their impact on the product’s electrochemical
properties. Figure 4(a) displays the nitrogen adsorption−
desorption isotherms of the MnO2-R electrode materials,

which exhibited type IV isotherm characteristics with type H3
hysteresis loops (primarily corresponding to layered aggregates)
at different molar ratios of KMnO4 to MnSO4, indicating a
scarcity of micropores in the material and mostly medium-to-
large pores.31 The adsorption curve exhibited a sharp rise in the
low-pressure region (0.0 ≤ P/P0 ≤ 0.1), indicating the presence
of a microporous structure in the MnO2-R electrode material. In
the medium-pressure region (0.1 ≤ P/P0 ≤ 0.8), there was a
gradual increase in the adsorption curve, suggesting a
mesoporous structure, while in the high-pressure section (0.8

Figure 6. (a) TEM image of MnO2-3.3, (b) HRTEM image of MnO2-3.3, and (c) element mapping images of MnO2-3.3.

Figure 7. Cyclic voltammograms of (a) MnO2-2.5, (b) MnO2-3.3, (c) MnO2-5.7, and (d) MnO2 electrodes at different scan rates in a 1 M Na2SO4
aqueous system.
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≤ P/P0 ≤ 1.0), there was a rapid ascent, indicating the existence
of large pores in the MnO2-R electrode material. The lower limit
of the adsorption and desorption branches of the H3 hysteretic
loop was observed at P/P0 0.4, indicating a layered pore
structure corresponding to δ-MnO2 birnessite.

24 In addition, the
δ-MnO2 nitrogen adsorption capacity was significantly
influenced by the molar ratio of KMnO4 to MnSO4.
Experimental results showed that δ-MnO2 nitrogen adsorption
capacity was increased and then decreased with the increase of
the ratio of KMnO4 to MnSO4. As presented in Table 2S,
elevating the molar ratio of KMnO4 to MnSO4 from 2.5 to 3.3
led to an enhancement in the specific surface area of the
subsequent MnO2-R electrode material from 86.8 m2 g−1

(MnO2-2.5) to 228.0 m2 g−1 (MnO2-3.3). Nevertheless, further
increasing the KMnO4 level caused a reduction in the specific
surface area of the MnO2-R electrode materials from 228.0 to
179.6 m2 g−1 (MnO2-5.7). The pore size distribution curve of
the MnO2-R electrode materials (Figure 4(b)) revealed that the
predominant pore structures in all three samples were
mesopores, primarily around 4 and 50 nm, while micropores
below 2 nm were found to be minimal.
The surface morphologies of MnO2-R electrode materials

were observed by using SEM technology. Figure 5(a,b) depicts
the SEM images of δ-MnO2 obtained at a KMnO4 to MnSO4
molar ratio of 2.5, revealing nest-like structures that exhibited a
tendency to agglomerate into spherical formations. These nest-
like structures consisted of nanowires with varying lengths and
thicknesses. With an increase in the KMnO4 to MnSO4 molar
ratio to 3.3 (Figure 5(c,d)), δ-MnO2 formed relatively uniform
sphere-like nanoflowers with an approximate diameter of 0.5
μm, composed primarily of nanosheets. Further elevation in the
KMnO4 level facilitated the formation of multiple forms of δ-
MnO2, which rapidly aggregated into chunks (Figure 5(e,f)).
Figure 5(g,h) displays the SEM images of the reference
substanceMnO2, exhibiting a rough and irregular flaky structure.
The MnO2-3.3 electrode was analyzed by using TEM
technology to further investigate the microstructural character-
istics, as shown in Figure 6(a). It exhibited a spherical
nanoflower morphology, while δ-MnO2 appeared as ultrathin
individual nanosheets. This unique spherical nanostructure
provided abundant electrochemically active surface sites for
Faraday reactions and facilitated rapid ion transport, thereby
promoting high specific capacitance and excellent capability
rate. The HRTEM image (Figure 6(b)) revealed that the
spherical MnO2 nanosheets displayed a lattice structure with an
average interlayer distance of 0.7 nm, corresponding to the
crystal plane of δ-MnO2 (001).

6 The element mapping image
(Figure 6(c)) showed that Mn and O elements were evenly
distributed on the nanosheet.

4. ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDIES
The CV curves of theMnO2-R prepared at different molar ratios
of KMnO4 to MnSO4 and the reference substance MnO2 at
various scanning rates are presented in Figure 7. All of the CV
curves exhibited similar rectangular shapes without distinct
redox peaks, indicating that the working electrodes maintained a
quasi-constant charging and discharging rate across the entire
voltage range. This suggested that all of the samples exhibited
ideal capacitive behavior.32 The current of each electrode
correspondingly increased as the scanning rate was elevated
from 2 to 100 mV s−1, in accordance with the characteristic
behavior exhibited by supercapacitors. Moreover, CV curves at
different scanning rates consistently maintained an approx-

imately rectangular shape, indicating excellent capability rate
performance and reversible charge storage processes of the
samples. The integrated area of the CV curve can be utilized to
determine the specific capacitance of the electrode material. At a
scanning rate of 50 mV s−1, spherical δ-MnO2 nanoflower
electrodes (MnO2-3.3) demonstrated the largest area in their
CV curves (as depicted in Figure 8), signifying superior

capacitance performance. Furthermore, GCD technology was
used to measure the capacitive properties of each sample at a
current density of 1 A g−1, and the results are shown in Figures 9
and 10. As can be seen from the figures, all of the GCD curves
exhibited linear and typically symmetrical triangular behavior,
indicating that the electrode displayed excellent capacitance.
According to eq 1, the specific capacitance of each electrode at 1
A g−1 exhibited the following order: MnO2 (26.7 F g−1) <
MnO2-5.7 (97.4 F g−1) < MnO2-2.5 (104.5 F g−1) < MnO2-3.3
(172.3 F g−1), which was consistent with the results obtained
from CV testing. Table 1 presents the specific capacitance of
different samples at various current densities. The Coulomb
efficiency of all of the samples was close to 100%.
The δ-MnO2 exhibited a two-dimensional layered config-

uration comprising alternating stacked Mn−O layers (edge-
sharedMnO6 octahedra) and hydrated alkali metal cations (Na+
and K+).33,34 Its fundamental structural unit consisted of a
tightly and uniformly encircled Mn atom with six oxygen atoms
(Figure 11(a)). Within each MnO6 octahedral layer (Figure
11(b)), every Mn atom was also closely surrounded by six
oxygen atoms along the c−axis, indicating an even distribution
of Mn atoms in the layer. However, when viewed in Figure
11(c), the six oxygen atoms around the Mn atom were not
coplanar, with three above and three below the Mn atom.
Additionally, some cations, such as H+, Na+, K+, and Ca2+, were
present between the layers. Figure 11(d) illustrates the
birnessite crystal structure, revealing a layer spacing of 7 Å.35

Due to the presence of cations in the interlayer region,
manganese’s oxidation state is not entirely quadrivalent; instead,
it averages between 3.6 and 3.8, indicating predominantly
Mn(IV) with a minor amount of Mn(III) in the birnessite
structure.36

The formation of MnO2 was facilitated by the coprecipitation
of KMnO4 and MnSO4, as indicated by the following reaction
formula

++ + +2Mn 3Mn 5Mn7 2 4 (2)

Figure 8. Cyclic voltammograms of MnO2-R and MnO2 electrodes at
the scan rate of 50 mV s−1.
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When the MnO2 reached its critical nucleation size, it facilitated
the formation of numerous crystal nuclei, subsequently
aggregating into small grains due to Ostwald maturation and
gradually growing into linear anisotropic structures. The growth
rate of these linear anisotropic nanowires increased as the

reaction progressed. Eventually, the anisotropic nanowires
underwent gradual agglomeration, resulting in a spherical
shape due to lower surface energy.37 With a higher
concentration of KMnO4 (MnO2-3.3), there was a rapid
increase in MnO2 production and a transition from nucleation
dominance to growth dominance, leading to directional growth
observed in the form of a spherical nanosheet. As the
concentration of KMnO4 continued to increase (MnO2-5.7),
the generatedMnO2 rapidly aggregated and exhibited large solid
surface morphology with varying sizes.38

A series of EIS tests were conducted at various frequencies to
evaluate the frequency response characteristics of MnO2-R and
the reference substance MnO2. The results are presented in
Figure 12(a). In comparison to other samples, the Nyquist plot
of MnO2-3.3 exhibited a nearly vertical line in the low-frequency
region, indicating superior capacitance characteristics and a
faster ion diffusion rate. As shown in the enlarged image inserted
in Figure 12(a), all electrode materials displayed a semicircular
arc in the high-frequency region, where these arcs intersected
with the real axis represented their equivalent series resistance
(Rs), which were measured as 2.08 Ω (MnO2-5.7), 2.76 Ω
(MnO2), 2.97 Ω (MnO2-3.3), and 3.18 Ω (MnO2-2.5),
respectively. The equivalent circuit model is fitted in Figure
S1. Among them, MnO2-3.3 exhibited a smaller semiarc
diameter, indicating lower charge transfer resistance, which
facilitated electrolyte ion diffusion. To investigate the cyclic
stability of the spherical δ-MnO2 nanoflower electrode, the
MnO2-3.3 electrode was tested at a current density of 5 A g−1 for
5000 repetitive GCD cycles. The changes of the specific
capacitance are presented in Figure 12(b), demonstrating a
gradual increase during the initial stage of the cycle, reaching
134.08 F g−1 at 1250 cycles, which can be attributed to the

Figure 9.Galvanostatic charge−discharge curves at different current densities in the 1MNa2SO4 aqueous system of (a)MnO2-2.5, (b)MnO2-3.3, (c)
MnO2-5.7, and (d) MnO2.

Figure 10. Galvanostatic charge−discharge curves of MnO2-R and
MnO2 electrodes at a current density of 1 A g−1.

Table 1. Specific Capacitance of MnO2-R and MnO2
Electrodes at Different Current Densities

specific capacitance (F g−1)

samples 0.5 (A g−1) 1 (A g−1) 2 (A g−1) 5 (A g−1) 10 (A g−1)

MnO2-2.5 112.8 104.5 93.2 69 39.3
MnO2-3.3 181.7 172.3 162 132.5 95.8
MnO2-5.7 105.4 97.4 86.3 63.9 38.9
MnO2 28.7 26.7 24.7 21 16.6
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activation of the electrode material. Subsequently, there was
gradual attenuation; however, even after 5000 cycles, the specific
capacitance still retained 86.5% of its maximum value. No
significant shape changes were observed in the GCD curves
before and after cycling. The SEM image of MnO2-3.3 is shown

in Figure S2 after 5000 cycles, and a worm-like structure was

observed.
To investigate the pseudocapacitance effect of the spherical δ-

MnO2 nanoflower electrode (MnO2-3.3), the CV curves were

Figure 11. (a) MnO6 octahedron unit; (b) schematic diagram of birnessite along the 001 plane; (c) schematic diagram of birnessite viewed along the
011 plane; (d) stereoscopic schematic diagram of birnessite.

Figure 12. (a) Nyquist diagram of MnO2-R and MnO2 electrodes and (b) cycle life of MnO2-3.3 electrode at 5 A g−1.

Figure 13. (a) Plots of log (current density) vs log (scan rate) for MnO2-3.3 electrode and (b) normalized ratios of capacitive contribution and
diffusion contribution for MnO2-3.3 electrode.
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subjected to kinetic analysis at various scanning rates using the
following formula39

=i a b (3)

where i is the response current (mA) at different scanning rates,
ν is the scanning rate (mV s−1), and a and b are constants. The
logarithms of both sides of Formula 3 were used to obtain the
following formula

= +i b clog( ) log( ) (4)

The log(i) to log(ν) was plotted, with b representing the slope.
When b = 0.5, i was proportional to the square root of ν,

indicating that the charge storage was governed by a diffusion-
controlled process and displayed characteristics of battery or
bulk-phase pseudocapacitance behavior. In other words, the
redox reaction occurred due to the insertion/extraction of
electrolyte ions into/from the material and was characterized by
slow reaction kinetics. When b = 1, it exhibited a purely surface-
controlled capacitance behavior, including double-layer capaci-
tance and fast reversible pseudocapacitance occurring on the
electrode surface, denoting a fast, electrochemical kinetic
process.40 The fitting results of the reaction kinetics for the
spherical δ-MnO2 nanoflowers (MnO2-3.3) are presented in
Figure 13(a). The obtained b value of 0.826 suggested that the

Figure 14. Electrochemical performance of MnO2-3.3-SSC: (a) CV curves at 20 mV s−1 under different potential windows; (b) CV curves with
different scan rates; (c) GCD curves with different current densities; (d) rate performance; (e) EIS spectra; (f) Ragone plot.
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charge storage for the MnO2-3.3 electrode was predominantly
governed by a surface-controlled process.
The CV curves were further analyzed to quantitatively

distinguish the contribution of capacitance to the current
response. A b value between 0.5 and 1.0 indicated that the charge
storage of the electrode was regulated by a combination of
surface- and diffusion-controlled mechanisms. The Dunn
method was employed to quantify the contributions of
surface-controlled capacity and diffusion-controlled capacity to
the overall capacitance,41,42 and the following Formula can be
used.

= +i( ) 1 2
1/2 (5)

Here, i(ν) denoted the real-time current of the CV test with a
scan rate of ν, and κ1ν and κ2ν1/2 represented the current
regulated by surface-controlled capacitance and the current
regulated by diffusion-controlled capacitance, respectively. To
facilitate analysis and processing, formula 5 was simplified to
obtain Formula 6

= +i( )/ 1/2
1

1/2
2 (6)

By determining the values of the κ1 and κ2 constants, the
proportions of the surface-controlled capacitance and diffusion-

Figure 15. Electrochemical performance of HFC-7// MnO2-3.3-ASC: (a) CV curves at 20 mV s−1 under different potential windows; (b) CV curves
with different scan rates; (c) GCD curves with different current densities; (d) rate performance; (e) EIS spectra; (f) Ragone plot.
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controlled capacitance were quantitatively calculated according
to Formula 6 under different scanning speeds. The calculated
results are depicted in Figure 13(b). The surface Faraday
reaction primarily involved the adsorption and desorption of
electrolyte cations on theMnO2 electrode surface, leading to the
manifestation of a surface capacitance effect.43,44 The process
was as follows

+ ++(MnO ) C e (MnOOC)2 surface surface (7)

The bulk-phase Faraday reaction primarily relied on the
insertion/extraction of electrolyte cations within the MnO2
electrode, exhibiting a diffusion-controlled effect.45−47 The
process can be described as follows

+ ++MnO C e MnOOC2 (8)

Due to the significant δ-MnO2 layer spacing, K+ can be reversibly
inserted or extracted from the interlayer, while the spherical
nanoflower structure ensures structural stability. The diffusion-
controlled capacitance of the bulk phase accounted for more
than 60% at a low scanning rate, which still retained 9.3% even at
a high scanning rate (100 mV s−1), indicating that more Faraday
charge storage came from the bulk phase of the spherical δ-
MnO2 nanoflower (MnO2-3.3), resulting in a substantial
increase in specific capacity (Formula 8).36,48,49 Moreover, at
high scanning rates, the majority of the capacitance of the
spherical δ-MnO2 nanoflower (MnO2-3.3) was attributed to
surface-controlled capacitance due to its nanosheet structure,
which provided a significant specific surface area and numerous
active sites, and a large amount of K+ underwent a rapid
reversible redox reaction near the active sites via absorption and
desorption, resulting in surface pseudocapacitance (Formula
7).50

To further investigate the practicality of a spherical δ-MnO2
nanoflower (MnO2-3.3), an aqueous symmetric supercapacitor
device (MnO2-3.3-SSC) was assembled with MnO2-3.3 as
positive and negative electrodes and Na2SO4 (1 M) as the
electrolyte for electrochemical testing. Figure 14(a) shows the
CV curves of MnO2-3.3-SSC at 20 mV s−1 scanning rate under
different voltage windows. It can be seen that MnO2-3.3-SSC
displayed a broad potential window range and can still work
stably at 1.6 V, while the CV curve became slightly polarized at
1.8 V. Therefore, the voltage window for the electrochemical
performance test of MnO2-3.3-SSC was 1.6 V. The CV curves of
the MnO2-3.3-SSC device at different scanning rates are shown
in Figure 14(b). The CV curves presented approximately
rectangular and symmetric, without an obvious redox peak,
indicating that the charging/discharging process of MnO2-3.3-
SSC was highly reversible. According to the GCD curve (Figure
14(c)), it was calculated that the capacitances of MnO2-3.3-SSC
at the current density of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 A g−1 were 24.2,
22.8, 18.9, 12.7, and 10.1 F g−1, respectively. The result is
depicted in Figure 14(d). Figure 14(e) shows theNyquist plot of
MnO2-3.3-SSC. The intercept at real axis Rs = 4.68Ω, the charge
transfer resistance Rct = 5.46 Ω, and smaller semicircle and low-
frequency straight line displayed better electrical conductivity
and ion diffusion rate of the MnO2-3.3-SSC. The specific energy
(E) and the specific power (P) are two pivotal parameters to
evaluate the electrochemical performances of devices. According
to the following formulas 9 and 10, the MnO2-3.3-SSC achieved
the maximum specific energy of 8.60 Wh kg−1 at 80 W kg−1,
which still retained 3.60Wh kg−1 with the specific power of 2600
W kg−1, as shown in the Ragone plot (Figure 14(f)), This value

exceeded the results of some studies of MnO2-based super-
capacitors.51−53

=E C V
1
2

2
(9)

=P
E

t (10)

In order to further explore the application of spherical δ-
MnO2 nanoflower (MnO2-3.3) electrode materials in super-
capacitor devices, the waste tire pyrolytic activated carbon
(HFC-7, our previous work, see ref 5) was used as the negative
electrode and MnO2-3.3 as the positive electrode, and an
aqueous asymmetric supercapacitor device (HFC-7//MnO2-
3.3-ASC) was assembled with Na2SO4 (1 M) as the electrolyte.
CV test was used to estimate the electrochemical potential
window of the HFC-7//MnO2-3.3-ASC, which exhibited a
stable potential window up to 2.0 V (Figure 15(a)). The
operating potential window of 0−1.8 V was chosen to avoid
polarization for further investigation of the electrochemical
performance. Figure 15(b) shows theCV curves of theHFC-7//
MnO2-3.3-ASC at different scanning rates. The CV curves
presented a rectangular shape, indicating that the device had
ideal capacitance behavior. The shape of the CV curves
remained unchanged with the increase of the scanning rate,
indicating that HFC-7//MnO2-3.3-ASC possessed good rever-
sibility. The GCD curves of HFC-7//MnO2-3.3-ASC (Figures
4−15(c)) exhibited an isosceles triangle with no significant
voltage drop, which further indicated that the device had good
capacitance behavior and was consistent with CV results. Figure
15(d) shows the rate capability of the HFC-7//MnO2-3.3-ASC.
The specific capacitance was 36.67 F g−1 at the current density of
0.5 A g−1, while when the current density was increased by 20
times, the specific capacitance still retained 21.11 F g−1, and the
capacitance retention was 57.57%. The device expressed a good
rate capability. The Nyquist plot is shown in Figure 15(e), Rs =
2.42 Ω, Rct = 2.86 Ω, smaller internal resistance, smaller
semicircle, and nearly vertical line in the low-frequency region,
all of which indicated that the device had smaller resistance and
better reaction kinetics than that of MnO2-3.3-SSC. The
maximum specific energy reached 16.5 Wh kg−1, while the
maximum specific power reached 9.0 kW kg−1, as depicted in the
Ragone plot (Figure 15(f)). This result was comparable and
even superior to those reported C/MnO2 ASC.

24,51,52,54−56

5. CONCLUSIONS
The δ-MnO2 was obtained with different molar ratios of KMnO4
to MnSO4 for coprecipitation reaction. The structure,
morphology, and electrochemical performance of the as-
prepared δ-MnO2 were tailored by the molar ratio. The
spherical δ-MnO2 nanoflower electrode was synthesized with
the molar ration of 3.3, which displayed the largest specific
surface area (228.0 m2 g−1) and the best electrochemical
properties. The kinetics of the electrode reaction with the linear
potential sweep technique showed that δ-MnO2 with a
nanoflower structure can achieve higher bulk phase utilization.
KMnO4 reacted with MnSO4 in the aqueous solution to form
MnO2, which reached the critical nucleation size and aggregated
into small particles under Ostwald ripening. Different molar
ratios can lead to competition between nucleation control and
growth control, resulting in differences in structure, morphol-
ogy, and properties of as-prepared δ-MnO2. The as-fabricated
asymmetric supercapacitor HFC-7//MnO2-3.3-ASC exhibited a
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remarkable specific energy of 16.5 Wh kg−1 at the specific power
of 450 W kg−1. The facile strategy to obtain a spherical δ-MnO2
nanoflower and assemble MnO2-based ASC offered great
prospects for energy storage due to its low-cost, facile fabrication
process and eco-friendly nature.
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